
Why does Mercutio die? Monday, 24 January 2022

Which two characters 
are related to Prince 

Escalus?

How is Tybalt an 
example of toxic 

masculinity?

Complete Juliet’s line: 
“A ____ by any other 
word would smell as 

sweet.”

What is a soliloquy?

How does the Nurse 
show her loyalty to 

Juliet?

How are the characters 
of the Nurse and Friar 

Lawrence similar?

How do the characters of 
Romeo and Juliet differ?

What is the significance 
of Romeo comparing 
Juliet to the sun and 

stars?

How have we seen 
different sides of 

Capulet’s personality?

‘Mercutio is the only funny 
character in the play – he is 

different from everyone else.’ 
To what extent do you agree?’

1 
Point

2 
Points

3 
Points

4 
Points



Why does Mercutio die?
Learning Objectives:

- To understand events in Act 3 Scene 1

- To explore how this scene is a turning point in the play

- To analyse the death of Mercutio



Key Vocabulary

KEY WORD: peripeteia

A sudden reversal of fortune or change in circumstances, 

especially in reference to a fictional narrative.

1. In your own words 

write a definition:
2. Use the term correctly 

in a sentence:
3. Create a question 

where the keyword is the 

answer:

4. What other words are 

connected to the key word?

5. Transform the word into a 

small image and explain your 

thought process behind your 

sketch.

6. Why is peripeteia important 

in a play?



Act 3 Scene 1: What happens in this scene?

We meet the following characters:

Benvolio tells Mercutio that he is worried there will be a fight but Mercutio 
refuses to leave. Tybalt wants to fight Romeo, but Romeo refuses. Mercutio 
provokes Tybalt to defend Romeo. When Romeo tries to stop them fighting, 
Mercutio is stabbed and killed. Romeo kills Tybalt in revenge and flees the 
scene. The Prince arrives and, despite Lady Capulet demanding Romeo to be 
killed, decides to exile Romeo.

Let’s read the scene!

Benvolio      Mercutio       Tybalt           Romeo      Prince Escalus   Lady Capulet      Montague



Tension Tracking

High 
Tension

Low 
Tension

1. Track the tension throughout this scene by 
drawing this graph and placing an X at the 
relevant point for each quotation. Join these 
together to see how tension rises and falls 
throughout the scene.

2. Add any of the symbols to relevant points 
to see where key themes appear throughout 
this scene.

Key Quotations:

1. Benvolio: “The day is hot…and if we meet we 
shall not scape a brawl.”

2. Tybalt: “Mercutio, thou consortest with Romeo.”
3. Tybalt: “Romeo…thou art a villain.”
4. Romeo: “I do protest I never injured thee/But 

love thee better than thou canst devise.”
5. Mercutio: “O calm, dishonourable, vile 

submission!”
6. Mercutio: “A plague a’both your houses!”
7. Romeo: “And fire-eyed fury be my conduct 

now!”
8. Prince: “Benvolio, who began this bloody fray?”
9. Lady Capulet: “For blood of ours, shed blood of 

Montague.”
10. Prince: “And for that offence immediately we do 

exile him hence.”



Exploring the Text: Why do these events happen?

Now we have considered WHERE tension is created, 
we need to think about WHY it is created. What is the 
overall purpose of Act 3 Scene 1?

Complete the worksheet and stick it into your 
exercise book.



How is Mercutio presented in Act 3 Scene 1?

Your turn! Write a double paragraph. The first one should be based on the extract. 
The second should be from elsewhere in the play.

WHAT
Topic sentence
Effective quotation
HOW
Analysis of language and/or 
structure
WHY
Context and/or writer’s views

Connective/link phrase
WHAT
Topic sentence
Effective quotation
HOW
Analysis of language and/or 
structure
WHY
Context and/or writer’s views

Extract Rest of Play


